Listening panel agreement and characteristics of lung sounds digitally recorded from children aged 1–59 months enrolled in the Pneumonia Etiology Research for Child Health (PERCH) case–control study
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Paediatric lung sound recordings can be systematically assessed, but methodological feasibility and validity is unknown, especially from developing countries. We examined the performance of acoustically interpreting recorded paediatric lung sounds and compared sound characteristics between cases and controls.

Methods Pneumonia Etiology Research for Child Health staff in six African and Asian sites recorded lung sounds with a digital stethoscope in cases and controls. Cases aged 1–59 months had WHO severe or very severe pneumonia; age-matched community controls did not. A listening panel assigned examination results of normal, crackle, wheeze, crackle and wheeze or uninterpretable, with adjudication of discordant interpretations. Classifications were recategorised into any crackle, any wheeze or abnormal (any crackle or wheeze) and primary listener agreement (first two listeners) was analysed among interpretable examinations using the prevalence-adjusted, bias-adjusted kappa (PABAK). We examined predictors of disagreement with logistic regression and compared case and control lung sounds with descriptive statistics.

Results Primary listeners considered 89.5% of 792 case and 92.4% of 301 control recordings interpretable. Among interpretable recordings, listeners agreed on the presence or absence of any abnormality in 74.9% (PABAK 0.50) of cases and 69.8% (PABAK 0.40) of controls, presence/absence of crackles in 70.6% (PABAK 0.41) of cases and 82.4% (PABAK 0.65) of controls and presence/absence of wheeze in 72.6% (PABAK 0.45) of cases and 73.8% (PABAK 0.48) of controls. Controls, tachypnoea, ≥3 uninterpretable chest positions, crying, upper airway noises and study site predicted listener disagreement. Among all interpretable examinations, 38.0% of cases and 84.9% of controls were normal (p<0.0001); wheezing was the most common sound (49.9%) in cases.

Conclusions Listening panel and case–control data suggests our methodology is feasible, likely valid and that small airway inflammation is common in WHO pneumonia. Digital auscultation may be an important future pneumonia diagnostic in developing countries.

INTRODUCTION

Paediatric pneumonia is a major cause of global mortality.1 The WHO case management algorithm for childhood pneumonia was developed to be practical and diagnostically sensitive, so frontline health workers in low-resource settings could empirically treat possible bacterial pneumonia using basic skills.2 While the algorithm’s high sensitivity has increased antibiotic use in children previously untreated for bacterial pneumonia,3 it comes at the expense of misdiagnosis and likely antibiotic overuse.1–3

During pneumonia, a complex inflammatory cascade causes the lung’s gas exchange units, alveoli, to collapse.8 When a child with pneumonia inhales, alveoli can explosively reopen, causing popping sounds called crackles.9 When crackles are present, the likelihood of pneumonia increases.10,11 Although a traditional stethoscope is inexpensive and can be used to identify crackles, interpretations are plagued by subjectivity between listeners evaluating the same lung sound and also from breath-to-breath inspiratory and expiratory variations in children.
that can change the character of lung sounds during
and between examinations. Presumably due to these
factors, and the challenge of teaching auscultation, the
WHO did not incorporate auscultation as a diagnostic
into its pneumonia management algorithm for frontline
practitioners.

Technological advances may help to overcome inter-
pretation inconsistencies by producing high-quality,
permanent lung recordings that can be systematically
interpreted by humans or computers. Modern digital
stethoscope designs allow sounds to be transduced with
high fidelity and recorded and saved as an audio file.
Amplification and filtering techniques can optimise sound
quality for acoustic human interpretation and, if comput-
erised acoustic analysis techniques are also applied, visual
interpretation. Moreover, mathematical methods can
now deconstruct sound data into quantitative patterns
for computer analysis, bypassing human interpretation
altogether. Automated interpretation of lung sounds
with a handheld device could be especially powerful in
low-resource settings that lack trained paediatric health-
care providers. Digital auscultation research to date has
largely focused on adults in high-income settings and
that research is not likely relevant to the application of
digital auscultation to children in low-income countries.
If digital auscultation is to have a role in low-resource
countries, relevant paediatric research is needed.

We recorded lung sounds with digital stethoscopes from
a subset of children aged 1–59 months in six African and
Asian sites in the Pneumonia Etiology Research for Child
Health (PERCH) study, aiming to determine the feas-
bility of recording quality lung sounds from children in
noisy settings, to develop and assess a method for adju-
dicating lung sound examinations acoustically interpreted
by humans, identify predictors of listener disagreement
and that research is not likely relevant to the application of
digital auscultation to children in low-income countries.

We recorded lung sounds with digital stethoscopes from
a subset of children aged 1–59 months in six African and
Asian sites in the Pneumonia Etiology Research for Child
Health (PERCH) study, aiming to determine the feas-
bility of recording quality lung sounds from children in
noisy settings, to develop and assess a method for adju-
dicating lung sound examinations acoustically interpreted
by humans, identify predictors of listener disagreement
and that research is not likely relevant to the application of
digital auscultation to children in low-income countries.

**Patients and Methods**

**PERCH enrolment**

PERCH was a 2 year case–control study of severe child-
hood pneumonia aetiology in seven countries in Africa
and Asia. Eligible cases were hospitalised children
aged 1–59 months with WHO-defined severe or very
severe pneumonia (panel). Wheezing cases whose
chest indrawing resolved after bronchodilators were
excluded. Randomly selected, age-matched children
were enrolled as community controls if they did not meet
the case definition, even if they had respiratory symptoms
(panel). Staff were trained on clinical measurements
and specimen collection (table 1).

**Digital auscultation Enrolment**

This substudy was prospectively conducted during a
14-month period (December 2012–January 2014), at six
sites in a subset of PERCH cases and community controls;
sampling varied by site, as described below.

**Bangladesh**

Study physicians enrolled all PERCH cases in Dhaka
and Matlab and about five controls per month from
September to December 2013.

**The Gambia**

Study physicians enrolled a subset of PERCH cases and
controls in Basse, time permitting, from December
2012 to October 2013.

**Kenya**

Nurses and clinical officers enrolled all cases, time
permitting and controls when digital auscultation-trained
staff conducted field visits in Kilifi from December
2012 to November 2013.

**South Africa**

Nurses enrolled cases not requiring mechanical ventila-
tion, except on weekends, and controls were enrolled
non-systematically according to staff workload in Soweto
between December 2012 and August 2013.

**Thailand**

Nurses enrolled all cases and controls in Sa Kaeo and
Nakhon Phanom between March 2013 and January
2014.

**Zambia**

A physician or clinical officer enrolled all cases and the
first five controls per month in Lusaka between November
2012 and October 2013.

**Sound recording procedure**

We trained staff at the African sites to record lung sounds
with a digital stethoscope (ThinkLabs ds32a®) from May
to June 2012, followed by pilot data collection through
October 2012. Thai and Bangladeshi staff were trained
in January and June of 2013, and piloted procedures for
1 month each. Trainings were 1 day and introduced the
equipment, recording and uploading procedures, trou-
bleshooting and supervised practice. Staff recorded one
lung examination per child that included lung sounds
from nine sequential locations across each child’s back
(four), axilla (two), chest (two) and cheek, corresponding
to all lung lobes and the upper airway (figure 1). Sounds
were recorded for >7 s to capture at least two respiratory
cycles per location and to limit the entire procedure
to about 1 min. An external microphone affixed to the
stethoscope recorded ambient noise. Recordings were
deidentified and then uploaded from the sound recorder
to study servers. Unwanted ambient noises were removed
using a novel automated multiband denoising filter developed and validated by Johns Hopkins University sound engineers (ME, DE and JEW) and physicians.\textsuperscript{22}

**Expert listening panel and lung sound definitions**

A listening panel of six paediatricians (WCB, TGP, LG, DO, WPV and CV) and two pediatric-experienced physicians (AD and JM), all highly practiced caring for African and/or Asian children with pneumonia, convened in June 2014 to formulate and refine consensus lung sound definitions for acoustic interpretation (panel). The listening panel consolidated the sound definitions in the American Thoracic Society guidelines in order to make them more pragmatic and clinically applicable for children in low-resource settings with WHO pneumonia.\textsuperscript{17,23}

In July 2014, the panel was standardised to interpret lung sounds using a library of >100 reference digital lung sounds. Reference recordings were from children aged 1–59 months at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, USA, collected immediately after a paediatric pulmonologist (EDM) confirmed the lung examination with a traditional stethoscope, and processed with the same denoising software used for cases and controls in PERCH.

**Table 1** Panel study definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Inspiration</th>
<th>Expiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO severe pneumonia</td>
<td>Cough and/or difficult breathing with lower chest indrawing and no WHO danger signs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO very severe pneumonia</td>
<td>Cough and/or difficult breathing with at least one danger sign (central cyanosis, difficulty breastfeeding or drinking, vomiting everything, convulsions, lethargy, or unconsciousness, head nodding)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI control</td>
<td>Cough or runny nose reported or if (A) ear discharge, wheeze or difficult breathing and (B) either fever (temperature &gt;38.0°C or reported fever in the past 48 hours) or sore throat were reported.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ARI control</td>
<td>Does not meet definition of case or ARI control.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lung sounds</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Inspiration</th>
<th>Expiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Soft, not musical</td>
<td>Throughout</td>
<td>Early only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crackle</td>
<td>Short, explosive, not musical, popping; usually repetitive</td>
<td>Primarily (but can be variable)</td>
<td>Less common and usually with inspiratory crackles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeze</td>
<td>Musical, long duration; can be high or low pitch</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Primarily, prolonged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uninterpretable</td>
<td>Persistent crying or poor quality such that no full breath sounds are heard</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper airway noises, not stridor</td>
<td>Generally louder at cheek, may mimic a low pitch wheeze or have ‘snorting’ quality similar to a crackle, can also be a vocalisation</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper airway noises, primarily stridor</td>
<td>Generally louder at cheek, may mimic high pitched wheeze although is typically inspiratory only</td>
<td>Primarily</td>
<td>Possible, but less common</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARI, acute respiratory illness.

**Figure 1** Location and sequence of listening positions for digitally recorded lung sounds.
examination result included that abnormal designation, even if other positions were normal or uninterpretable. A single chest position was uninterpretable if no full breath sounds could be distinguished. Overall, lung examination results were uninterpretable if none of the eight chest positions were interpretable by the listener. If the two primary listeners disagreed on the lung examination result, then a third panellist blinded to previous assessments was randomly selected to independently interpret the lung examination. If the third listener’s lung examination result agreed with either of the primary listeners, then the third listener’s interpretation was considered final. If not, then one panellist (DO) and a paediatric pulmonologist (EDM) decided the final result by consensus. Five per cent of case lung examinations were randomly reassigned to the same primary listener to estimate intralistener agreement at least 3 months after the initial interpretation.

Institutional review boards at the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health and all local study sites approved this research. All participants provided written informed consent.

**Statistical analysis**

We evaluated agreement between and within primary listeners after grouping final panel results into dichotomous categories positive or negative for a specific lung sound (ie, any crackle, any wheeze or abnormal (any crackle or wheeze)) and including all lung examinations classified by both primary listeners as interpretable. Agreement was measured using Cohen’s kappa statistic and a kappa statistic adjusted for prevalence and listener bias (prevalence-adjusted, bias-adjusted kappa (PABAK)). Agreement strength was interpreted by the scale: ≤ 0, poor; 0.01–0.19, slight; 0.20–0.39, fair; 0.40–0.59, moderate; 0.60–0.79, substantial; 0.80–1.0, perfect.

**RESULTS**

A total of 1093 patients (792 cases and 301 controls) had their lung examinations recorded, denoised and evaluated by the listening panel. To evaluate the panel’s overall performance when acoustically interpreting digitally recorded lung examinations, we assessed agreement at the primary listener level for cases. For this, we excluded 83 cases with lung examinations considered uninterpretable by either primary listener, even if that examination was later arbitrated to be interpretable by the panel, leaving 709 cases (table 2). We found primary listener agreement, beyond that expected by chance, to be moderate for examinations with or without either crackle and/or wheeze (PABAK 0.50), with or without any crackle (PABAK 0.41) and with or without any wheeze (PABAK 0.45). We also evaluated the interlistener agreement by individual primary listener (table 2). Estimated agreement between the eight primary expert listeners ranged from fair to substantial; PABAKs 0.40–0.65 for examinations with or without either crackle and/or wheeze, 0.25–0.55 for examinations with or without crackle and 0.31–0.61 for examinations with or without wheeze. While overall intralistener agreement was substantial (PABAK 0.62–0.68), reflecting the reproducibility of examination interpretations, there was modest variability from panellist to panellist, irrespective of the examination result analysed. The panel’s overall between listener PABAKs for control interpretations were in the moderate to substantial range (0.40–0.65), depending on the lung sound model (see online supplementary table 1).

We also sought to identify predictors of primary listener disagreement in 987 cases and controls, after omitting 83 cases and 25 controls with uninterpretable examinations by at least one primary listener (table 3). We found predictors of disagreement for identifying examinations with or without either crackles and/or wheeze to be case status compared with controls (adjusted OR (aOR) 0.65 (95% CI 0.47 to 0.90)), ≥ 3 uninterpretable chest positions (aOR 2.05 (1.51 to 2.78)), intermittent crying (aOR 1.56 (1.16 to 2.11)) and upper airway noises (aOR 2.23 (1.62 to 3.07)). Upper airway noises were also a predictor of disagreement for determining whether an examination had crackles or not (aOR 2.15 (1.55 to 2.99)) or did or did not have wheezing (aOR 2.95 (2.12 to 4.11)) (see online supplementary table 2). Tachypnoea (aOR 1.76 (1.15 to 2.67)) and PERCH sites of Bangladesh (OR 1.91 (1.21 to 3.04)), Kenya (OR 1.87 (1.13 to 3.10)) and The Gambia (OR 2.72 (1.67 to 4.42)) predicted disagreement for recognising or not recognising crackles, while intermittent crying (aOR 1.62 (1.20 to 2.18)) predicted disagreement for identifying whether an examination did or did not have wheeze (see online supplementary table 2).

Table 4 reports the final listening panel’s lung examination results for all 1093 PERCH participants, stratified by case–control status and study site. Please see the online supplementary material for lung sound examples of normal, crackle and wheeze. After full adjudication, the panel classified 5.6% (17/301) of all controls and 6.3% (50/792) of cases as uninterpretable (p=0.67). Among all interpretable lung examinations in controls, the proportion with an abnormal examination (defined as any crackle or any wheeze) did not differ by those with and without respiratory illnesses (17.0% (16/94) acute respiratory illness (ARI) versus 14.2% (27/190) non-ARI; p=0.54). Of non-ARI controls, 8.4% (16/190) had wheezing, 2.6% (5/190) crackles and 3.2% (6/190) both. A substantially higher proportion of cases (62.0%...
Table 2  Digital lung sound examination agreement between and within primary listeners in cases, stratified by listener

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Between listener agreement</th>
<th>Listener (N=number of recordings interpreted by each panellist)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dichotomous lung examination group</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall (n=709)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal or normal†</td>
<td>Agreement, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa statistic (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.40 to 0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PABAK (95% CI)‡</td>
<td>0.50 (0.45 to 0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crackle or no crackle</td>
<td>Agreement, n/N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa statistic (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.35 to 0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PABAK (95% CI)§</td>
<td>0.41 (0.36 to 0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeze or no wheeze</td>
<td>Agreement, n/N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa statistic (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.41 to 0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PABAK (95% CI)¶</td>
<td>0.46 (0.41 to 0.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Within listener agreement</th>
<th>Listener (N=number of recordings interpreted by each panellist)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dichotomous lung examination group</strong></td>
<td><strong>Overall (n=136)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal or normal†</td>
<td>Agreement, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa statistic (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.48 to 0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PABAK (95% CI)**</td>
<td>0.62 (0.49 to 0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crackle or no crackle</td>
<td>Agreement, n/N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa statistic (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.48 to 0.76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Within listener agreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listener (N=number of recordings interpreted by each panellist)</th>
<th>Overall (n=136)</th>
<th>Listener #1 (n=18)</th>
<th>Listener #2 (n=13)</th>
<th>Listener #3 (n=20)</th>
<th>Listener #4 (n=19)</th>
<th>Listener #5 (n=18)</th>
<th>Listener #6 (n=17)</th>
<th>Listener #7 (n=16)</th>
<th>Listener #8 (n=15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PABAK (95% CI)</strong>††</td>
<td>0.65 (0.52 to 0.78)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wheeze or no wheeze Agreement, n/N (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>114 (83.8)</td>
<td>14 (77.8)</td>
<td>11 (84.6)</td>
<td>16 (80.0)</td>
<td>16 (84.2)</td>
<td>17 (94.4)</td>
<td>16 (94.2)</td>
<td>13 (81.2)</td>
<td>11 (73.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kappa statistic (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td>0.67 (0.55 to 0.80)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PABAK (95% CI)</strong>‡‡</td>
<td>0.68 (0.55 to 0.80)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excludes uninterpretable primary listener lung examination results for 83/792 cases. Primary listeners were the first two listeners randomly assigned to interpret a lung sound examination.
†Crackle and/or wheeze (abnormal) or no crackle and/or wheeze (normal).
‡‡Prevalence index 0.30, bias index −0.04.
§Prevalence index −0.15, bias index 0.01.
¶Prevalence index 0.1, bias index −0.05.
**Prevalence index 0.13, bias index 0.03.
††Prevalence index −0.28, bias index 0.
‡‡Prevalence index −0.13, bias index 0.03.
PABAK, prevalence-adjusted, bias-adjusted kappa statistic.
than all controls (15.1% (43/284)), had an abnormal lung examination (p<0.001). Wheezing was the most prevalent abnormal examination, heard in 49.9% of cases (370/742) and 12.7% of all controls (36/284). While crackles were commonly heard among cases (39.1% (290/742)), panellists heard them more frequently with wheezing than in isolation (27.0% (200/742) vs 12.1% (90/742), p<0.001). Panellists identified crackles in 6.0% of controls (17/284).

DISCUSSION

We leveraged the largest paediatric pneumonia aetiology study in nearly 30 years to collect digitally recorded lung sounds from 1093 children with and without pneumonia in six high pneumonia burden African and Asian countries. Our data demonstrate that recording quality digital lung sounds from children in a range of noisy, crowded clinical settings in low-resource countries is feasible. This study also showed that with a panel of standardised paediatric experts, adjudication procedures modelled after the WHO chest radiograph process,25 and lung sound definitions pragmatically adapted from American Thoracic Society guidelines,17 paediatic digital lung sound examinations can be interpreted acoustically by humans with moderate reliability; case–control comparisons suggest this methodology is valid.

The reliability achieved by this study’s expert listening panel compares favourably to paediatric literature from resource-rich settings. Two small studies from the USA and UK examined agreement levels between paediatricians acoustically identifying abnormal lung examinations in children with standard stethoscopes. These authors reported kappas of 0.18–0.70 for wheeze, 0.46 for crackle and 0.30 for all abnormal sounds.8 26 Our panel achieved moderate agreement for these lung sound categories (kappas of 0.40–0.45, PABAKs of 0.41–0.50). In addition to using a traditional stethoscope, these studies differed from ours by using unstandardised listeners who were not blinded to patients and had smaller sample sizes with wider CIs. A recent study of 120 German infants included digital auscultation and examined agreement levels for expiratory wheezing between three blinded physicians.27 The authors reported moderate agreement (Fliess’ kappa 0.54 (95% CI 0.52 to 0.57)) from recordings collected in a quiet clinical setting. Our listener agreement for wheezing was also moderate (kappa 0.45, PABAK 0.45), despite recording in noisy clinical environments. After comparison with the published literature, our results suggest that this study’s methodology, which includes

### Table 3  Factors associated with primary listener disagreement for cases and controls, stratified by lung examination result*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dichotomous lung examination group</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Disagreement, n/N (%)</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>p Value</th>
<th>Adjusted OR (95% CI)†</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal or normal†‡</td>
<td>All cases and controls (n=987)</td>
<td>262 (26.6)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases only (n=709)</td>
<td>178 (25.1)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.57 to 1.05)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.65 (0.47 to 0.90)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls only (n=278)</td>
<td>84 (30.2)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 1–11 months (n=601)</td>
<td>163 (27.1)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.81 to 1.44)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 12–59 months (n=386)</td>
<td>99 (25.7)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachypnoea§ (n=592)</td>
<td>152 (25.7)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.68 to 1.22)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No tachypnoea (n=383)</td>
<td>105 (27.4)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3 uninterpretable chest positions (n=344)</td>
<td>121 (35.2)</td>
<td>1.93 (1.45 to 2.58)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2.05 (1.51 to 2.78)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;3 uninterpretable chest positions (n=643)</td>
<td>141 (21.9)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent crying (n=514)</td>
<td>161 (31.3)</td>
<td>1.68 (1.26 to 2.24)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.56 (1.16 to 2.11)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No intermittent crying (n=473)</td>
<td>101 (21.4)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper airway noises (n=607)</td>
<td>189 (31.1)</td>
<td>1.90 (1.40 to 2.59)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2.23 (1.62 to 3.07)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No upper airway noises (n=380)</td>
<td>73 (19.2)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERCH site ‡</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excludes uninterpretable primary listener lung examination results in both cases and controls. Eighty-three out of 792 cases and 23/301 controls were excluded. Primary listeners were the first two listeners randomly assigned to interpret a lung sound examination.
†Adjusted for all characteristics associated with disagreement at the significance level of 0.20.
‡Crackle and/or wheeze (abnormal) or no crackle and/or wheeze (normal).
§Tachypnoea defined as follows: <2 months: >60 breaths/minute; 2–11 months: >50 breaths/minute; 12–59 months: >40 breaths/minute.
PERCH, Pneumonia Etiology Research for Child Health.
the application of a novel software program that filters ambient noises from lung recordings, and interpretation procedures may improve the overall consistency of between listener reliability, compared with traditional auscultation, and may perform with comparable reliability to lung sounds recorded by digital stethoscopes in quieter environments.

Our study had several unanticipated results. Our panellists found a surprisingly high proportion of controls without ARI (14.2%) to have abnormal digital lung sound examinations. Two factors may explain these findings. First, lung sound recordings from sensitive digital stethoscopes may capture more subclinical abnormalities in healthy subjects compared with acoustic stethoscopes. Subclinical wheezing and crackles, especially in asymptomatic children in developing countries, may reflect ongoing small airway inflammation triggered by asthma or poor air quality, for example, or pre-existing lung damage or resolving inflammation from a prior illness like pneumonia. Non-pathological crackles are also possible and have been reported to frequently occur during inspiration in healthy adults after deeply exhaling to the lung’s residual volume. Interestingly, the authors of a recent systematic review also found wheezing in 1%-5% and crackles in 7%-37% of healthy, asymptomatic adults from studies in the USA, but noted a gap in paediatric data, as there were no published studies that included healthy children. Second, our expert listeners were blinded to the case-control status and also the visual cues that exist during a live patient encounter, and this may have increased false positive examinations; by looking at and listening to the patient at the same time, visual cues can help a clinician distinguish between wheezes, upper airway sounds such as cries, normal vocalisations, or transmitted nasal congestion (ie, the clinician can see the child crying, vocalising or rhinorrhea), or crackles and movement artefact (ie, the clinician can see the child moving), all of which can overlap in their amplitude and frequency profiles. Notably, the majority of control lung sounds were recorded from Thailand (58.8% (167/284)), as this was the only site to enrol all controls into the digital auscultation substudy. While it is possible that the over-representation of controls from Thailand may have further reduced the proportion of abnormal sounds heard among controls (91.0% of lung recordings from Thailand controls were normal), Thailand controls, since they were enrolled consecutively,
were less susceptible to selection bias than other PERCH sites. For this reason, we feel the Thailand controls, and therefore the overall control population in this dataset, are more likely to be representative of the true control population.

While PERCH cases all met severe or very severe WHO clinical pneumonia criteria, 38.0% had normal digital lung sound examinations, suggesting an absence of lower respiratory disease. By design, the WHO algorithm for the management of severe and very severe pneumonia is non-specific for pneumonia and as expected we found that a significant fraction of the children meeting these definitions do not have auscultatory findings of lower respiratory tract disease. This observation is further reflected by over a third of all PERCH cases having a normal chest radiograph. However, selection bias may also have influenced lung sound findings; The Gambia and South Africa sampled cases by convenience, and Thailand, Bangladesh, The Gambia and South Africa enrolled cases into the digital auscultation substudy for less than 12 months, increasing the likelihood of seasonal variation in their data. Our data did reveal, as expected, that cases had a markedly higher proportion of abnormal lung examinations compared with all controls. Wheezing was markedly higher proportion of abnormal lung examinations compared with all controls. Wheezing was more frequently heard with wheezes than alone, a finding that the methodology we developed is valid. Forthcoming analyses will explore the associations between digital lung examinations and etiological and radiographic disease endpoints to provide a better understanding of how digital auscultation may perform as a respiratory diagnostic in low-resource settings.

Additionally, we plan to analyse how interpretations of digital lung recordings compare with interpretations of lung sounds using traditional acoustic stethoscopes. If we find interpretations between these two listening modalities to be comparable, this would support lung recordings as a possible educational tool for healthcare providers who have limited training in lung auscultation but use traditional acoustic stethoscopes to examine children.

Our multivariate models suggest areas of procedural or device limitations that are specific to children, and if strengthened, could improve paediatric lung sound recording quality and listener agreement. For instance, our data suggest that innovations to filter out upper airway noises like vocalisations or nasal secretions are needed. Devices or procedures that are more ‘child friendly’ may also help practitioners with less paediatric experience, soothe the child and collect sounds not contaminated by crying or movements. While not identified as a predictor of disagreement, panelists requested cues to help listeners better identify the respiratory phase as either inspiration or expiration. Other studies have used respiratory belts for this purpose, and this could be explored for feasibility and effectiveness in low-resource settings. In conclusion, this multicountry study provides evidence that quality lung sounds can be recorded from children in noisy clinical environments and interpreted by paediatric experts with moderate reliability. With further research and refinement of digital auscultation technology, recorded lung sounds may eventually play a greater role in the identification, categorisation and management of children with respiratory illness in developing countries.
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